Kororoit Creek Walk - Sunshine - 7.6km Out and Back - Easy (1 Foot)

Start/End Point: Sunshine Train Station
Walk Description: The trail that follows the Kororoit Creek is pleasant, quiet and full of bird life. This trail follows the creel for
over 20kms yet this section here was the most pretty as it avoids the industrial areas and busy spots. From Sunshine train station
to you walk about 600m until you get to the trail, after that its all greenery and nice views. As you walk up the Kororoit creek you
will cross a few bridges, duck under overhead passes and enjoy the many birdsongs in this quite nook.

1. At the Sunshine train station. From here take 2. Walking west over the Sunshine trainline.
the footbridge west over the tracks.

4. Look for this large corner pub which sits on
Durham Road. Follow this road to the lights.

5. Once at the lights, cross over, turn leaf
and follow Andersons Rd south to the trail.

3. Outside the train station, cross the road near
the roundabout and jump onto Durham Rd.

6. Here is the Kororoit Creek trail, turn right
and head north-west and enjoy!

7. About 300m from the road, beautiful
trees and scenery begins.

8. A small detour, just follow the main trail
that runs parallel to the Kororoit Creek.

9. Nicely regenerated native area named
the Lizard Lounge.

10. After the Lizard lounge, cross the creek
and continue west.

11. Here some clever local resident has extended his back yard for his chooks!

12. At this junction, keep to the right and
follow the creek.

13. Turn right on this bridge here.

14. Turn left immediately after the bridge
to follow the M80 Trail.

15. Heading north under the rail-line bridge
and Forest Street.

16. Shortly after the bridge, turn left here to
follow a small trail that follows the creek.

17. The small trail leads you back up to the
main trail. Keep left at the next junction.

18. Nice spot for a rest before you keep
heading west along the trail.

19. A nice open area where dogs can run off
leash.

20. This is the end point of this walk, just
before the M8—Ballarat Road

21. Before returning, look across the river to
see the many prickly pear cactus!

